
COMMENTARY ON “WHY THE Past 10 Years of American Life Have Been 

Uniquely Stupid” 

It’s a very powerful argument and contemplates a very powerful effect, but I think his 

description of the effects of social media reflect a continuation of things which began 

considerably before social media became so prevalent and is also a reflection of an 

“error” of human nature, i.e., the necessity to place blame. 

I think the disconnection started earlier, i.e., when the public news media of whatever 

kind ceased to hold to the ideal of reporting facts and events without injecting their 

own opinion or bias or inventing opposition where there was actually a complex set of 

facts. That value – unbiased reportage -- among reporters, editors, and news 

organizations is now a whisper of the past, having little impact on the present. . . as are 

so many other values. Today, values of all kinds are considered optional. What’s 

accepted is reporting which courts audiences, like providing turn on or the false sense 

of commitment provided by outrage. To get the sought-after effect, there has to be 

opposition, not just plain old fact or truth. 

Another reason for the increasing stupidity of American life, I think, is the increasing 

self-centeredness of people. Not that self-centeredness is new. The ancient notion that 

we’re all made in the image of God proves that, but, at one time, we used to be a bit 

ashamed of it. Now, selfies are the norm. But one example has been the resistance of 

the American population to being vaccinated and wearing masks, which I believe comes 

from increasing indifference to anyone unlike oneself, or outside of one’s social or 

familial group, or not yet born. If one were to confront many people about their 

indifference, many would feel no shame in saying, “What does that have to do with 

me?” and mean that they only care about what directly impacts them. As to the reasons 

for the increasing self-centeredness, I can only see parts of the reasons. One is human 

nature. Another is the fact that caring is expensive. Today’s world is so much more 

complex than it was in the past, and, through media of all kinds, we are confronted by 

so much more of it. Some people choose what they can afford to care about and 

remain neutral about the rest; others pretend to care but do nothing; still others turn 

off and remain wrapped up in themselves and their immediate circumstances. It’s a 

defensive posture and one which has some justification, but it also produces ignorance 

of a great deal and an inability to grasp a whole picture. Mr. Haidt’s problem is one that 

is pervasive in current thinking. If people see or hear something they dislike or abhor, 

they blame. So does Mr. Haidt; his target is social media. 

Mr. Haidt recognizes the self-involvement aspect of the change in people’s behavior in 

his comments about “self branding” and isolation born of electronic communication. 

However, he seems to skip over the fact that mass communication brought the 

American public out of its innocence concerning the honor of such institutions as the 

U.S. Congress or public schools. I believe, to a great degree, those institutions earned 



their falls from adoring pedestals. To some facts, public criticism is warranted. The 

trouble is that there is too much of it for most people to sort out. Non-nuanced, 

immature thinking retreats to black and white thinking or winner/loser thinking when it 

is baffled. 

Reform 

My favorite thing to blame, that in my mind accounts for so much of America’s growing 

stupidity, is school, private and public. It would please me if someone were to point to 

a school they know, which does not teach in the way we were taught and which I 

observed when I taught. That is, teachers insist upon the “right” answer, not a 

demonstration of mental struggle, not a capacity to view events/people/subjects from 

more than one vantage point, not an ability to round up ideas from a variety of sources 

and bring them together into a new idea. To pass, one must come up with the right 

answer. To gain funds from a government, students must pass tests. To make it easier 

for teachers to teach a class of 30+ students, the value of “sameness” and “fitting in”, 

i.e., uniformity is the desired norm. Thus, schools produce the kind of person I most try 

to avoid – the one who only wants to be right. 

Madison was correct, I believe, when he said: “There are two methods of removing the 

causes of faction: the one, by destroying the liberty which is essential to its existence; 

the other, by giving to every citizen the same opinions, the same passions, and the 

same interests.” Today, the purpose of schools is to eliminate “mischief” in the form of 

independent thinking, creative thinking, or dysfunctional or destructive thinking, 

because, if you preserve the former two, you have to accept the latter two. 

As to Madison’s conclusions, recent events seem to prove him wrong, that a larger 

republic will somewhat ensure that bad actors cannot carry the day.  

Personally, I cannot see a solution to the national stagnation but to either split the 

country into two countries or to create at least a third political party. 
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